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Everything You Need To Build Your Niche Empire HTML, WordPress and Video Squeeze Pages In Each

Format! Photoshop PSD Files Included For Each One! Dear Marketer, If you are looking for a complete

and ready to go niche template marketing system, look no further! The Minisite Geek package is loaded

with professional templates in HTML and WordPress format. You even get the PSD source images so

you can change them to match ANY project. In fact, you are looking at one of the templates right now so

you can see the quality! Each of the TEN niche templates include two matching WordPress templates.

One set for sales pages. A second set for standard WordPress site layouts. All MiniSites consist of the

following design elements: * Header Graphic * 4 Banners for advertising * Footer Graphic * PSD files *

Testimonial Box Graphic * CSS / HTML page * Opt-in Box Graphic * Minisite Wordpress Themes * 2

Bullet Points Graphics # 10 Video Squeeze Page # 10 Wordpress Video Squeeze Page # 10 Wordpress

Review Themes # 10 Wordpress Themes And why you need to have minisite geek? 1. YOU CAN Use

minisite geek for all of your products FREE. You are free to edit, use it to all of your products in various

niches. Very easy, just edit the header name and BOOM you have created a MiniSite with very high

conversion rate! 2. Free to choose: WordPress or CSS / HTML page, which one do you like, use at your

own will, instantly, 5 minutes from now! 3. No need to worry about the license of the images! Because I

personally spend hundreds of dollars to purchase extended license per-graphics that minisite geek use.

Worth up to $50 for Single Graphic! 4. You Can Sell it with 100 Percent Profits For YOU!
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